Surfactant transport over airway liquid lining of nonuniform depth.
Numerous effects (e.g., airway wall buckling, gravity, airway curvature, capillary instabilities) give rise to nonuniformities in the depth of the liquid lining of peripheral lung airways. The effects of such thickness variations on the unsteady spreading of a surfactant monolayer along an airway are explored theoretically here. Flow-induced film deformations are shown to have only a modest influence on spreading rates, motivating the use of a simplified model in which the liquid-lining depth is prescribed and the monolayer concentration satisfies a spatially inhomogeneous nonlinear diffusion equation. Two generic situations are considered: spreading along a continuous annular liquid lining of nonuniform depth, and spreading along a rivulet that wets the airway wall with zero contact angle. In both cases, transverse averaging at large times yields a one-dimensional approximation of axial spreading that is valid for the majority of the monolayer. However, a localized monolayer remains persistently two dimensional in a region at its leading edge having axial length scales comparable to the length scale of transverse depth variation. It is also shown how the transverse spreading of a monolayer may be arrested as it approaches a static contact line at the edge of a rivulet. Implications for Surfactant Replacement Therapy are discussed.